DATE: June 29, 2015

TO: Chancellors

FROM: Ray Cross

RE: Distribution of Base and One-Time Funding

Attached is the proposed distribution of the $25 million in base funding restored by the Joint Committee on Finance and $20 million in one-time funding for the 2015-16 fiscal year. The Board of Regents will act on the recommended base funding changes at its July 9 meeting.

We started this process considering several factors that impact an institution’s ability to operate effectively in the upcoming biennium and beyond. First, one-time funding is intended to provide a bridge for institutions while managing the $125 million base cut. Other key factors include the fund balances available at each institution and recent enrollment declines that are causing what we hope is a short-term dip in tuition revenues. The bridge funding should give institutions time to either reverse these recent enrollment declines or to adjust spending plans accordingly.

The Joint Committee on Finance directed that the restored $25 million in base GPR funding be distributed “to aid institutions that are most impacted by the GPR base reduction.” The definition of “most impacted” was not defined. In order for us to implement the Legislature’s directive, we have considered various methods to determine the budgetary impact on an institution. One thing has become clear: a formula alone will not suffice. However, we must determine institutional allocations now to include in our 2015-16 annual operating budget, which will be presented for approval at the upcoming Board meeting.

We recognize that every institution is deeply impacted by the cut. To determine allocations and to comply with the Legislature’s charge, we have considered factors beyond the traditional GPR/fee allocation formula, including Pell grant recipient enrollment, the institution’s compensation gap, and the economy-of-scale challenges faced by our smallest universities. From there, we considered each institution’s unique circumstances to make a final determination. UW System Administration will not receive budget relief through this allocation.

Although the $25 million distribution relates to base funding, it should be considered as a biennial adjustment only. During the next year, we plan to carefully evaluate and modify the distribution of GPR funding. We hope that a modified process will provide some clarity for institutions in revenue forecasting going forward, enabling every institution to develop a sustainable operating budget for 2017-19 and beyond.
The GPR distribution is for the 2015-17 biennium. Institutions receiving a lower budget reduction should develop revenue and expense plans to reach sustainable ongoing operating budgets.